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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Many of the formulas and equations of analytic geo

metry, particularly those associated with lines and planes, 

may be expressed in vector notation in a simple and conven

ient form. The vector approach, although it does not simpli

fy numerical computation, does provide an easy and useful 

method of representing the geometry of each problem* Hence 

the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the advantages 

of an early introduction of vectors to the beginning studenii 

An understanding of the vector equation derived from a geo

metrical picture should give the student a great deal more 

confidence when the corresponding analytic equation Is en

countered. 

In section two some vector operations are defined 

and certain properties of vectors are discussed. As an aid 

in solving later problems the fundamental theorems of the 

vector and scalar product of two vectors are stated and 

proved. In sections three and four the vector equations of 

the line and the plane are derived. Some of these equa

tions are expanded and shown to be equivalent to the fam

iliar analytic form. Usually a plane or a line is thought 
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of as being of indefinite extent. However, only a finite 

portion of a plane or a line is drawn in a graphic represent

ation. This finite portion is a rectangle or a parallel

ogram in the case of a plane and a line segment in the case 

of a line. Section five deals with general problems concern

ing lines and planes. The resulting formulas and equations 

are derived from the analysis of a geometric figure and in 

all but the most trivial cases a numerical example is given 

to illustrate the method. In section six the problem of the 

closest approach of two skew lines Is extended to n lines. 

An approximate solution is found by the method of least 

squares. 



SECTION 12 

,DEFINITIONS AND 0BOMSTRIG REPRESENTATION 

fhsraughout th is paper the vector notation i s based 

on that used by C» J, Coe, ^.^yft^f^frl I^ijffiiM* 
. '-4 

M Lower case underlined letters &, b^ ĉ  etc., are 

(with a few exceptions) used to designate vectors, and cap

ital letters A, B, Of etc«, are used to designate the end 

point of the vector represented by the corresponding lower 

case letter. Sometimes an arrow is placed over a syxabol to 

indicate that it is a vectort The notation OA is used to 

reprasant the vector extending from 0 to A^ Because of theli* 

frequent use the unit vectors i, j, k associated with the 

rectangular coordinate system will not be accompanied by a 

vector symbol, but all other unit vectors will be denoted 

by a small hatch mark placed above the letter. 

The graphic representation of a vector is by the 

usual method af an arrow thought of as having definite 

length, direction, and sense. The two ends of the arrow 

are called its initial and terminal points and the sense 

indicated as being directed from the initial to the ter

minal point. We shall now note some of the properties of 

vectors and define the vector operations to be used in this 



paper* 

Two vectors are said to be equal if they are par

allel, have the same length, and point the same way. Con

sequently any vector i& may be represented by placing the 

initial point at the origin of a right handed coordinate 

system fixed in space. From Figure 1 it is clear that the 

coordinates of the terminus of the vector form a triplet of 

real numbers. Conversely, a triplet of real numbers deter

mine a vector. We call the coordinates of A the coordinates 

of the vector ĵ  and write 

0A = 5;E (a^,a^,a^ )• (1) 

On the other hand if i, j, k are three mutually perpendi

cular \init vectors along the positive x, y, and z axes, we 

observe r 
a 

Fig. 1. Coordinate Form 

that 
a » a i + a, j + a, k, (2) 

JL 'v *̂  

where a ,a, ,a are the scalar projections of the vector a 
JL i J 

on the X, y, and z axes. These two representations of the 

file:///init
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$ 

*>•• '—y'»' ——••m- •m<^-<—iwfi'j^i 'pm - ' T y ;?:*'.' 

t -^ 
A aatm- inilyaly iNvaivaiant* that £s« 

' I 1 • ' • > • ; . 

(3) 
^4';lite.*' 

H ^ iiaglh af A vector i £a a nonnagatiya zsmbî  

£i rtî prasentai by 

a m w*v 1̂ * i m\ ^ â # 

A vaatar ji la salt ia ba a unit vector if its length {or ab^ 

aolute value) is 1# A unit vector parallel to any g£ven 

t^aaim mkf hii found by dividing the given vector by its 

lengths 

Wa dafine the vector projection of i|̂  » OA on tha 
-A^ 

l£na t to be a new vector %^ « 0«A», where 0* and A^ are tha 

perp#adlcular projections of 0 and A on L» The scalar pro-̂  

jection of ii on this line Is plus or minus the length of a.'* 

The 

^^^ e u 
Fig. 2. Sctflar-^ector Projection 

sign 10 plus or mlms according'as the angle e (o'.̂  S-lSO") 

between the positive sense of â  and L is less than or 

greater than 90*, Hanoe the scalar projection is given by 



6 
|iik| <5os0. Now if b. Is sny vector having the same sense as L, 

the vector and scalar projections of j^ on b are defined in 

the same fashion. v>, 

t The s^alay profact of two vectors ĵ  and b^ denoted 

^y SL iit XB defined by the equation 

L : g ^ _ 3,'ka\&\^coB0f _ (5) 

where 0 is the angle between the directions of a and b. As 

the name indicates'tha quantity is ̂â  scalar and may be 

^ thought of as the product of the scalar projection of b, on jĝ  

and the length of a or vice versa* If neither a nor b is 

zero, then ja-b, « 0 requires that a and ̂  be perpendicular. A 

fundamental property of the scalar product is that the scalar 

product of two vectors is unaltered if either is replaced by 

its projection on the other. If aj* is the projection of ^ 

on b, in Figure 2, then this property states that 

where |A*| «|^|COSO. Multiplying the last expression by|b,| 

we obtain 

|&*||b|«|iL||k|cos©, 

which shows that the two members of (6) have the same value. 

The square of a vector is simply the scalar product 

of the vector with itself and is written 

z . .1 
a c|iit|- <7) 

How any two vectors a. and b̂  may be resolved into 



A 

their eiMHpanents alang tha caordlnatas axes and wa write -

t • aĵ l • a^j • B^U^ b • bj^i • b^j 4. b^k. 

Ifaizig tha dlstributative law of imxltipllcatlon and the fact 

that i ' i »1 , j -j « l , k»k ml , while the scalar product of 
1 'm 
all the other comblnaticna of the unit vectors are zero, we 

obtain •'^• 
A-k « a^\4^ a^b^+ â b̂  . (8) 

Hence the scalar product of two vectors is simply the stim of 

the products of their respective components. 

^̂ ^̂  vector piHiduiit ef two vectors 4 and T^ denoted 

by &xb, is defined by the equation 

A^b •miilsint e^, (9) 

where 0 is the angle between the directions of ̂  and b. The 

unit vector e^ ia perpendicular to the plane of ̂  and b( and 

points in the direction of advance of a right hand screw as 

B is rotated into b̂  through the smallest angle. From the de*» » 

fInition it follows that a.xb « -̂ b̂ x̂ .̂ If neither a nor b̂  is 

zero and ̂ xb̂  s 0, then ̂  and b are parallel. It is important 

to notice that the vector product is itself a vector. A 

fundamental property of the vector product is that the vector 

product of two vectors is unaltered if either is replaced by 

its projection on a plane perpendicular to the other. Let 

|L,b be the pair of vectors and place their initial points to-
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gather at 0 as Illustrated in Figure 3. ^ass a plane through 

0 perpendicular to ^ and let ĵ« be the projection of & on 

this plane. Hence the property we wish to prove is expressed 

by the equation 

Fig. 3. Property of Cross Product 

&'xb m ft.xb • > '\ ji^ Uo) 

From the figure we see that \j^*\ 9\§^\BinO î iere 0 is tha 

angle between 3^ and b. Multiplyli^g this expression by|b,|we 

W write 

|&'l|itl»|ailk|sin», 

it-

which is a statement that the two numbers of (10) are equal. 

The triple scalar product of three vectors a., b, and 

c,, denoted by £'b̂ «c, or(§^^^ may be interpreted as the 

volume of the parallelepiped determined by the three coterml-

nal sides j^b^ and jc. This product may be computed by the 

determinant of the coordinates of the three vectors and is 
written 



A'bxc, « (A b, £/ « 

Vij 

(11) 

From properties of determinants it can be shown that inter

changing of the dot and cross or a cyclic permutation of the 

letters does not change the value of the product. Thnt is. 

&*(bKC.] m b.(£xSJ - C;(&cbj 

are equal, while the other three products 

A (2,''5.) « t'feL̂ £) • £'(k*&) 

t -'J ^vX'. 

have the opposite algebraic sign. The triple scalar product 

will always be zero if all three of the vectors lie in paral

lel planes. 
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SECTION III 
!t 

EQUATIONS OF A PLANE 

If we let £ be the radius vector running from the 

origin 0 to any point P, we may write equations involving £ 

which place limitations on the values ^ can assume, and 

hence liisiitations on the positions P can occupy. Now to 

write the equation of the plane passing through the point 

A and perpendicular to the vector m, we notice that (£ - &) 

will be perpendicular to ̂  when and only when £ is on the 

plane. This geometrical situation is represented by Figure 

I4.. Since the scalar product of two vectors is zero if the 

O 

Fig. 1|,. Point Direction Form 

vectors are at right angles to each other, the desired 

equation in point direction form is 

(E - Ss)'B. » 0 (1) 

10 
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Wa mmi tiiJkWm aquation of tha plane paaaing 

ttoaagh lOvNNi paints Â  B# and 0 with radiua veatwwps §^ ]^ 

aMr i|» hat $ dmsata tha daaimd plane, as ahown in Flgura 5. 

Alnaa tha tarminal paints of &» |L and £ l i e in the plana S, 

tha vaatars (jt * i ) and {£ *» j|) ara In Ŝ  Henaa a vector 

fig* 5. Three feint Fowa 

namai ta S i s given by 

s • (k *• Ik) ^ (SL * A) * 

iy tha ssjaa argument as that preceding (2) we obtain the 

iSSssSmim MmmSmmt' MimmtJmJ^ 

{ £ * & ) • (k • &) ^ {£ * A) » 0. (2) 

Netica that the choice of ^ In the f irst factor of this 

aquation i s arbitrary, as ^ or £ will serve equally well. 

Expanding the triple scalar product in (2) and simplifying 

we have the symmetric farmĵ  

[£k&) • [ E ^ A ] -^[fiAkJ «[AkS.J (2M 



• ™ 

It 
If S 1>>̂  a^atiatt fl) la raplaaa4 by a unit veatar 

1i# «te rmmaWfWm a<|uatlan la aallad the np̂ syâ  t^m at tha 

jiiMrtiw Hf a plana an* i t written 

{j3> • A ) ' ^ • 0 , W 

Xt in aquatlani (1), (2)» and (J) wa let £E(JC» y# iid» 

j||̂  = {a^fa^ga^}(^ %s(m^»m^^m^}, etc,, these equations yield 

tha fasdliar coordinate forms t 

X - â  

\ * a,. 

e - a 
1 1 * ! 

X *» â ĵ  

b- — a 

0 — a z z 

X - ag 

b - a 

c «. a 
3 3 

= o. 

Uĵ  (x •<• a^) 4- u^{y - a^) • u^ (« - â  ) » 0. 

^an^la 1. Find the equation of the plane through the point 

A{-*3»5$X} and perpendicular to ̂ t « W •*• i '•3fe« 

Solution* In this case the radius vector of a point in the 

plana Is given by ĵ  » -31 -••5J '^ k and (̂  - ̂ ) • (x + 3)1 

• (y • 5)k 4̂  (z - l)k» Using equation (1) we have 

(jl - A)-m « [(x • 3)1 •«• (y - 5) j • (z - l)k]. [(H 4- j ̂ 3k)]m0 

or i|X -f y -3z « 10» 

ISxampla 2, Find the equation of the plane through the three 

points A(1,2A), B(5,l,l), 0(10,-5,2). 



is 
iiil«tiaii# l l ^ vaatara af tha three paints may ba 

tiMlPlttan lai jî  • i # Sj 4 ipê  Ĵ  a $1 4 j 4 »̂ £ * 101 «5 | f2k, 

Ainaa tha vaatara A» ]|» Â  terminate in tha plana It fallows 

Wmt •-•.?)::W'' 
• - 'i 

(A*k> a *4̂ £ 4 j 4̂  3M̂  

(A • A) • ̂ ^ • 7J '̂  

ara t^ vactars parallel ta the plana« From (2) we see that 

a vaator parpaniliaular to tha plana Is given by 

sBft %^̂ ^ J|«ff ^.^2 .2^L' am^ 

1 j ic 

*l|. 1 *• 3 

•9 T t 

it -191 *19j -19k. 

Since (jĵ  * jH) nCx * 1)1 + (y - 2) J 4- (z - l^}k equation (2) 

becomaa 
r 

[(x - 1)1 ^ (y - 2)j 4 (z • i|.)k|-[-i * j • kj» 0 

BM ratucaa ta 

; .•A--?:-.Vv' : X 4 y 4 Z - T ^ 0 . 

Bxaapla 3» ^ind the equation of the plane through A(6,-l,3) 

and iMirpattdlcular t© the unit vector u • 12 i • I j 4 lUc. 

13 13 13 

Salution* Let (̂  * A) • d * §)X 4 (y + 1) j 4 (z - 3ife and 

form the licalar product indicated in (1). After simplifying 
wa have 

12x + 3y • i|.z - 81 « 0, 

In tha preceding example it can be shown that the 



14 
same solution is found by using u - 121 •!• 3J + liJk as a vec* 

tor perpendicular to the plane. However, a useful prox>erty 

is evident if a unit vector is used. To illustrate this 

property, let u be a unit vector normal to the plane S, which 

contains the point A with radius vector a. In Figure 6 we 

draw a line through the origin 0 perpendicular to S and let 

Fig. 6. Distance from the Origin to a Plane 

r, ba the projection of jĝ  on this line. Then we may write 

r «||lla(ja.u|. ik) 

%^ich is the perpendicular distance from the origin to the 

plane and can be conveniently described by the following 

statements 

If the equation of a plane is given in normal form, 

(̂  - ̂ )'U a 0, then the perpendicular distance from the ori

gin to the plane is given by the absolute value of ^'U. 
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SECTION IV 
, , ^ ' - • ' 

• •'• + 

EQUATIONS OP A LlNl 

A line is determined in three principal ways: (a) 

by a point and a set of direction numbers, (b) by two points, 
it 

(c) by the intersection of two planes. 

In vector notation the first case is that of finding 

the equation of a line passing through a point A with radius 

vector a and parallel to a given vector m. Prom Figure 7 we 

Fig, 7, Point Direction Form 

notice that the vector A? » £ « ̂  running from A to any 

other point on the line must silways be parallel to m. Since 

two vectors are parallel if their vector product is zero, we 

write the point direction form. 

(2. - a)xm • 0 (1) 

This equation will be satisfied only by radius vectors of 

points on the line and if the equation is satisfied, P must 

15 
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be on the line. 

If A and B are two points on a line with radius vec

tors ^ and b, (a - b) is a vector parallel to the line and 

equation (1) can be written in the ^wa point form. 

(̂  - A)^(b - jt) - 0 . (2) 

Since the vector product is distributive with respect to mul

tiplication, we may expand this product and obtain 

X - ••'• 

£x(k * A) - AxCk - A) •* 0, 

which simplifies to the aym^tric form 

£x(b - s) • A k̂ (3) 

due to the fact that a.xja - 0 . 

By using the unit vector fi in place of m equation 

(1) becomes 

(£ - A)^^ • 0, (k) 

which is called the normal form of the equation of a line. 

Given the equations of two planes (ĵ  - £}^n - 0 and 

ip, - k)*'l « 0, we can write the equation of the line of 

intersection if we know a vector parallel to the line and 

the coordinates of a vector whose terminus Is on the line. 

Since m is perpendicular to plane Ŝ  and n is perpendicular 

to plane S^, mxxi is parallel to both planes and hence par

allel to their line of intersection. By examining Pi :ure 8 



aim fftM^a-lmtc^ an the line, XHH* 

ting ItiMi Una at intaraaati^ by Xtf wa notice that sinea JSL 

la nariaal ta Ŝ  and 13̂x1̂  i s paraltil ta L̂  a vector parallel 

ila S^aiii narsial ta t la gl^isn by ||x(||x||}; By the saiaa 

ma 

Fig, 8, Line of Intersection of Two Planes 

argument a vector parallel to S^and normal to L is given by 

nxll^a.)' ®y use of equation (3)f page 12, we find that the 

perpandicular distances from 0 to Ŝ  and S^are respectively. 

OF 

00 » 

ml 

b*n| 

The triangle OFD is a right triangle with OF parallel to m 
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and OD parallel to |ix(m;(a}. Hence |0D| is given by 

idiere ̂  is the angle between ra and n^(mxn). Using the defin< 

ition of a scalar product we obtain 

cosô :. m{ii^(myn)7^ 
|m|||ix(axn)( |i&l|a« 

which, when substituted In the expression for | OD | , gives 

|0D|« |A'S| |m|bix(mKn) 

We multiply the right member by the unit vector Ŝ ^̂ Ŝ l) ^^^ 
[nxTswl 

after simplification have 

OD • ft*S .u H^fa^n)* 
(mxn.)̂  

By a simlllar method we find a vector parallel to S^, per

pendicular to L, and termination on S^, Denoting this vector 

by OE, we find 

OS • k'U m);(mm), 

and hence the desired vector c, is expressed by the equation 

S. - ^^'-^ ^4mKn) 4- k'H mx(ii«n). (5t) 

Reaemb&rihg that mx|| is parallel to L and that c, terminates 

on L, the desired equation turns out to be 

(E - £.) ^^(S'^) • 0- (5) 
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In eoordinata form aquations (1), (2), and (l)̂) skate 

that the ceaffieients of 1, J, and k in each product must 

v̂anish separately. Thus for £= <3c,y,z), &= (a^,a^,a^), t^ = 

(m^9m^0m^)g ate, equation (1) becomes 

(JEL * M ) < B X - a. 

m. 

i 

7;r H 

IM^ (r '^ a^) • â Ca - a, 

1 2^ 

k 

2 — 

IB-

m̂ Ĉz - a^) - m (x -

aî (x â  ) - m^ 

Setting each component equal to zero we obtain 

y " <̂ ?g F, r ,ft?f g -• a,a ?; - ,#!» X - ai« v * a,.. (6) 
m. m. n^ m. m« m, 

®^ X - a«ga y - a . as x - â . ( 6 ' ) 

m^ m^ ra^ 

Equations {%) are not independent since any one may be ob

tained from the other two. In fact, each equation represents 

a plane containing the line and parallel to a coordinate 

axis. These planes are called the projecting planes for the 

line. SiBliliarly equation (2) takes the form 

X - a. a y - a>« z •* a.. 

and ik-) becomes 

X ^ B.m y * ftaa g " «i» 
U. U, u .? 

(7.) 

(7b) 

wh.r. û  ,u.,u.ar.-th. eoalaes of the angles which th. 
-L •* J 
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vector fi makes with the coordinate axes and are called the 

direction cosines of the line. Equation (7b) states that for 

sny point P(x,y,z) on the line the three fractions are-equal 

and.if we let this value be r, the equations can be written 

in the form 
'''^.•'ifW'v'r '••• 

X •• a, 4- u/'r /i'/. 

y • a. 4- u-r '^. (8) 
^z ^z 

z « â  "f \L r, 

where r is the directed distance from a=(a^,a ,a ) to any 
**" 1 Z 3 

point on the line. This property of the parametric form of 

a straight line will be used in a later section. 

Example Ij.. Find'the equation of the line through the point 

A(l,3,l) and parallel to m « 21 + j + 6k. 

Solution. The vector from the origin to the given point is 

1̂  li 1 + 3j + k, 

SO that a vector from A(l,3,l) to any other point on the line 

can be expressed as 

(£ - a) - (x - 1)1 4. (y - 3) j 4- (z - l)k. 

Using these values in (2) we find 

(ja -* %U^ m [(y - 3) * 3(2 - 1)] i 4.[{z - 1) - (x - 1)] J 

4.r3{x - 1) - (y - 3)]k s 0. 

Setting each component equal to zero we find the equations 

of the projecting planes to be 



y * 3 • i r A* s S:X • li f At ^ r il • y ^ 3 iTiii J * # r 1^1* ft Z,,J« " lliiiiir.iiA» •ftr 7 lift " iT ^ d» 

i 
and by combining we obtain the symmetric form, I 

Example 5» Plnd the equation of the line determined by the 

two planes x-l4.y4-2z4'7«0 and 3x 4- 3y - z - 2 « 0. 

Solution. Convenient solutions for each of the equations 

are A(-l,l,-l) and B(l,l,ij,) respectively. Vectors from the 

origin to these points are 

jl̂  « -1 4- j - k 

b • 1 4- j 4- Ijis. 

Normals to the planes are given by the vectors 

« 

m • 1 ^k-i + 2k 

n s31 +3j - k. 

Using these quantities in (5') we can find a vector whose 

coordinates represent a common solution of the two equations. 

First we compute the components of ĉ  finding 

A'Sl « ~7t k'S = 2, 

mx|]̂  a -21 4- 7 J 4.15k, 

mm a 21 - 7J - l5k, 

nx(mKn)5 521 -1|3J +27k, 

23«/nKm)»-7î l +19J 4- k. 
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Inserting these values in the expression for c, and simplify

ing we have 

c. 'm -2161 4. 212.1 -.l87k. 

A check shows that -216. 319. -187 is a solution of both 
27^ 2 7 ^ 178 ̂  

equations. Performing the rather lengthy operation of cal

culating (E. - A ) ^ ( S ^ ) » we find the final result to be 

g78^ t ?1^ » ?TBy - 339 » 2782̂  4- 1.87 
-2 7 15 

This problem Illustrates the fact that, although the vector 

approach is instructive, the analytic method is much easier. 



SECTION V 

ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS 

With the aid of the vector equations derived in the 

previous sections we can obtain general vector solutions for 

a great many problems dealing with lines and planes. We 

shall now treat a few of the problems, deriving the desired 

fonmilas from vector diagrams which describe the geometrical 

situation. 

Pqint of Intersection of Three Planes. —The simul

taneous solution of three equations In three unknowns gives 

the point of intersection of the planes represented. To 

solve such a problem by vectors we will find the vector run

ning from the origin of coordinates to the point of inter

section. Let the equations of the planes be r̂ îven by 

(£ - &)'B " 0, 

ip, - k)-a ^ 0, 

<£ - £)*£ * 0, (1) 

^ere m, n, and r are not coplanar. Denote the planes by ^, 

S^, and Ŝ  respectively. From Figure 9 we see that since m 

is normal to Ŝ  and r, Is normal to Ŝ  , mxr is parallel to the 

line of intersection of Ŝ^ and Sj , Also, nxm is parallel to 

23 
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(f-c).r=o 

(P-a).Kw = o 

U~k)'Y) = 0 = 0 

Fig. 9. Intersect ion of Three Planes 



^imlSm^^iiMm af Ŝ  mA M^ * iftilsrlijEt i« paraliaT^ia the 

jlnt^aa^tiiai af, $2 •^A B^ , iftia vac tar 61) drawn from tha 

jclil^^ W^ t«iMjaat|i)g Ŝ  i s pai |̂i|:ial ta tha intas^aaticm 

at Â  imA S3 and hanaa is parallel taj|a^ Tha perpandiculai 

idiatanaa from 0 ta Ŝ^ is given by m;̂-:.̂*?̂: 
I ' . . i ^ ' ' - .-t .•.i9''.,'-y.'"->'-'' • ' • • • ' • ••' ••• • 

xxmrn^' • OK. jkii*^i 
3inaa 01^ is a rights triangle tha absolute value of OD I9 

lofeU Jk*i . 
|a|aos« 

idiara f ii tha imgla between ]^ and mx^. From the definition 

of a ncalar product 

aoaf iii:*^ «ad |o1)|a|kgLM!S!i[* 

Mttltiplying the right member of the second equation by the 

unit vector y3t , the result is 

OD « ^*^ £̂ Si-

By similiar reasoning we find 

OB • ^'^ E^S. ̂ ^^ OP • £'S> mxn . 

The vectors OD, OB, and OF are coterminuous edges of a paral-

lalapipad and their sum, the diagonal, is the vector from 0 

ta tha point of intersection of the three planes. Hence the 

raquirad vector, jt » OQ, may be written as 



ff' 

- . • . . ? . , 

m' 
m 

WmmmpSm. 6f Find the point of intaraaftian of tha three plaaiis 

p49 -^'^B t,S» 3t • y * a •• *6i •:iiit''fei 4- î y 42» a 2* 
.v<':;'.'v"':.:r 

m. 

Ablution, '• NaruMda ta tha planaa ara given by tha vectors 
^MX J^, 

i . :': -SI-

H a 1|1 * 2 i il-3JCf 

a * i • i *\'̂ > 
£ a 6 i 4l|, j ^SkA 

lOanvatiiant solutions for each of the aquations are A(l||l|»l)t 
i . • , . . . . 

iBC Î̂ -̂ lji)! and 0(»l|,1^2) reapaativaly. Vectors running fram 

the airlgin to each of the above points In the planes are 

j l a i 4 J •; ^ 

St ••31 ^ 1 • % 
£ «• ..1 • j • 2 k , 

Wa shall now compute tha following products for use in (2), 

E*E«E » 3l|-

A'l ^ ^* k*a » "^f A'X « 2* 

^xH « 61 *8j - 2k, 

rxa al6i •lOj 4̂ 28k, 

Inaartlng these values in (2) and simplifying, we have 

£ a -21 4- j 4.5k, 

idiich means that the point of intersection is (-2,1,5). 



1;: 

a? 
«rtV. 

WWSSki' mm9m find tl»a 

IftltiMia fra« m given paint B of raMus vaator k *• * gitan 

l̂ bma aHaia aquation la % - A)ii a ^ wa 4raif a Una thraa^ 

» |M»r»aiiAieiila^ ta thm plana and lat £ be tha prajaati^ of! 

%«^A)^^^I thla line, Fraa Figura'10 wa see that ainea tlm 

Fig, 10. Point••Flana 

abaiSluta value of z 1« ^^ dasirad distance we may write 

3̂  ajEl a ]£lSi* -̂̂  * A^'El t .^-

'^••.•^''.v.-.% 

t'.-if 

thf last aquation coming from the fundamental theorem of 
t: '.• i • . 

tha scalar product. The desired distance is then given by 

tha fcxnmla* 

r.ii^JJ^l. (3) 
lai 

itone. th. distance from a given point to a given plan. Is 

th. .h.olute value of the aealar product obtained by sub-

•titutlng th. radius vector of the given point In the first 

Mmtow of th. normal form of the equation of the plan.. If 
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the equation of the plana is not in normal form this scalar 

must be divided by the absolute value of m. The vector c, 

from the origin to the foot of the perpendicular let fall 

from B to the plane can also be found by examining Figure 10, 

A vector from the plane terminating on B may be formed by 

multiplying the known distance by a unit vector perpendi

cular to the plane. Hence we may write 

r J (̂ -î KM/.. ik) 

By vector addition we see that c, » b - r, so the desired 

formula is given by 

c « b - [ (k- A)'a]:a . (5) f (k- A)'a}:a . 

Example 7. Given the point B(l,2,3) and the plane x + y 4-z 

4- 6 a 0. Find the normal distance from B to the plane. 

Find the vector running perpendicularly from the plane to 

the point and the vector from the origin to the foot of the 

perpendicular let fall from B to the plane. 

Solution. A normal to the plane is given by 

m a 1 4- j 4- k, 

and by noting a smiple solution of the equation we obtain a 

vector from the origin to the plane, 

jg, = -1 -3j -2k. 



vaalte «rc»a tha arigto ta « ^ piint ta 

(tl •Si *m -1% * i * k) 

J :';:»4 

•». < " • . 

^•4x 

.••^^X^^X''i'X^ 

£ . 
~~7T •••••W*<<.<i«M«»WW«M;MM» 

and b ^ a tha daairad iftatanaa iilr a lj.Vi; Ta find tha vaa*i 

tar I* miming from tha plana ta tha point we analtiply this 

diatanaa by tha unit vector .J^ and obtain^ 

s» 

fhmm, by using {$) wa find £ to ba 

T > ; H /ffr;.*,-

w 

A « ••*3i -24 - k̂  

* iSMMBiJtfaaBSimii ii! AJtoai* **^a find tha dis-̂  

tmnaa r from a paint B of radius vector b to the line (̂  * A ) 

)r9 a 0 wa first draw a plana through B perpendicular to tha 

%Xnm as shawn if Figure 11, Let 1^ be the projection of b - 5. 

O 

Pig. 11, Point-Line 
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on tha plane. By the fundamental theorem of the vector pro

duct we may replace k "" A by its projection on a plane per

pandicular to m« Then evidently we may write 

imi |a| 
Hence the desired distance is given by 

r a |tk-A)xB|^i (6) 
lal ; 

Therefore, the distance from a given point to a given Una 

is the absolute value of tha vector obtained by substituting 

the radius vector of the given point in the first member or 

tha normal form of the equation of the line. If the aquation 

of the line is not in normal form equation (6) must be used, 

Tha vector £ from the origin to the foot of the perpendicular 

let fall from B on the line may also be found by examining 

Figure 11. Since the distance CA is given by the projection 

of (b • j|) on ^ , the vector from the point of intersection 

of the plane and the line to A is ĉ iven by 

A - IJIZ^IB. <7) 

and by vector addition we find the formula for c. to be 

o - A + I (Jfe - &)-B?itt. (8) 
/ B^ j 

We can find the vector r running perpendicularly from the 

line to the point by multiplying r by a unit vector in the 
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direction of 2.. Since (b - j^), £, and m are in tha same 

plane we see that ^^(k - A) is perpendicular to £. and a* 

This means that mxrmx(j^ - 4)] is parallel to £. Dividing 

this vector by its absolute value and then multiplying by 

the expression for r from (6) we obtain 

r s |<k - M)^E\ mxRb - AJAf̂ ] 
Si jai l € - A)fii 

which, after simplification, reduces to 

r a ffix[(k - A^^a] (9) 
mmm mmmmmmmmmmAimmmmimm/mAimmmmtAmiAr * ^ w 

m* 

Example 8, Given the point B(6,1,8) and the line x 4- 3 • 
2 

y - ii a z - 2. find the distance from the point to the line. 
1 -2 

Find the radius vector running along the normal from the line 

to the point and the vector running from the origin to the 

foot of the perpendicular letlfeill from B to the line. 

Solution. The radius vector of B, a vector from the origin 

to the line, and a vector parallel to the line are res

pectively, 
b a 61 4. J 4.8k 

a a-3i 4-14.J 4-2k 

m a 21 4- J +2k. 

tJslng equation (6) and noticing that (b - £) = 91 -3J + 6k, 

the distance from the point to the line is r a 5V5. To find 

the vector r, we form the vector product mxj_(b - a.)xmj and 

divide the result by m . Performing these operations we get 
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it • 1(251 - 10J -20k), 
3 

A check shows that the absolute value of r is the same as the 

computed value of the distance from the point to the plane. 

From equation (8) we find 

c. s -21 +iil + SiL 
3 3 3 ' 

so that the projection of B on the line is (-7/3#11/3#8/3). 

Distance between Two Skew Lines.—Let the equations 

of two lines, L̂  and L , be given by (̂  - &)xm = 0 and (£ -b) 

XH s 0. These two lines are said to be skew since they do 

not lie in the same plane and do not meet however far they 

may be extended. There is one and only one line which is per

pandicular to both skew lines; and this perpendicular is the 

shortest distance between the two given lines. Since n is a 

o 

F i g . 1 2 . Distance between Two Skew ijines 
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vaator parallel to L^ and ia i» parallel to L^ it follows that 

a unit vector perpendicular to both lines is given by 

• " mmmmmmmmalmm 

ia*El 
Than tha aquation of the plana S containing L^ and parallel 

ta \ ia 
( B - i&)-U a 0, 

Haw let £ ba the projection of (k - A ) ©» a line perpendlciitep 

ta S and passing through L^ . Evidently we may write 

^ «|i:|a(3p'i|s I (k - A)'^I (10} 

which is tha minimum distance between the lines. To obtain 

tha vector running along this conmion perpendicular we sinqply 

multiply this distance by the unit vector u and get 

f(b - j|).&^ <x. (11) 

From Figure 12 we can find two points, one on each line, 

which are separated by the minimxm distance of equation (10). 

Let P, be the desired point on L̂ ^ and P^ the desired point oi 

L . Denote the radius vectors of these points by £^ and £^ 

respectively. By vector addition we find 

£,» b 4-c( n, 
* (12) 

Ejj* A "••/̂  S ''• £ 

where «( and ^ are constants. Since these two expressions ara 

equal it follows that ê  and /3 must satisfy the three equaticns 
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obtained by equating tha right members of (12). Once «/ and 

/̂  are determined ji^ may be obtained by the formalin 

PL^^SL-^/SB* (13) 

Example 9» Find the vector £ running along the common per

pandicular from the line 

X - 1 s y - 2 a s 4- ̂  *o ̂ ^® lî ^̂  X - 1 a y 4- 2 a z - 10. 
T 1 1 1 - 3 1 

Determine the point on each line such that the distance be-
•I 

tween these points has the smallest possible value and find 

the value, 

Sclution. Following the notation above we have 

a a i 4- 2j -6k, 

b s 1 - 2j 4-lOk, 

m a 1 4- j 4- k, 

n a2i - 3j 4- k. 

A unit vector perpendicular to both lines is 

U a 1̂1 ^J - gk .' 

yi2 
Taking the scalar product of (b̂  - a) and u we obtain 

r s -2(41 4. J 4.5k) 

and hence the minimum distance is r a 2/55. To obtain the 

coordinates of the initial and terminal points of r, we 

write 
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£ • (1 -2j 4. 10k) 4. (21 .3j + k), 

£ a (i 4.2J -6k) 4. (i 4. j 4. k) 4. (*8i -2j + 10k). 

Equating the coefficients of 1, j, k and solving the result

ing equations we find that <̂  a -2 and /̂  » I4.. Substituting 

these values in (12) and (13) the final result is 

£^a -31 44*.j 4-8k 

]^ a 51 ^6j -2k. 

Hence the desired points are (-3,14.,8) and (5,6,-2). 

Point of Intersection of a Line and a Plane. —Let 

the equation of the line be (̂  - &)KW^ a 0 and the equation 

of the plane be (E ** k^'B = 0* 33raw a line through A per

pendicular to the plane and let r, be the projection of (̂  -b) 

on this line. Then the perpendicular distance from A to the 

plane is a 1(A - W-n] 
n 

Hence the distance CA a r . where 0 is the angle between 
COS0 ^^ 

0 

Fig. 13. Intersection of a Line and a Plane 
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a and Ii. From the definition of a scalar product we find 

that 

CA . |(A - k)-a|iiL-

Multiplying this distance by the unit vector^ it follows 
lai 

that r. % 1 

Prom Plgur. 13 it la easily seen that c. • 4 - OA. Hence th. 

formula for the point of intersection la 

S, « 

Example 10. Find the point where the line x 4- 9 a y • 17 s 
5 8 

a - lŷ  intersects the plane 5x -3y +6z -8 « 0. 
—o 

Solution, A vector parallel to the line and a vector per

pendicular to the plane are 

a = 51 +8J -6k, 

n s 51 -3j ̂ 6k. 

Vectors terminatiii^ on the line and r̂ lane are 

£ a -91 -17j +12k, 

b • i 4- j 4- k. 

Inserting these values In iXk) and simplifying we find 

Ĵ  a 1 — j. 

This means that the point of intersection of the line and 
plana is (1,-1,0). 
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A LEAST SqpARES DETERMINATION OF THE 

IHTERSECTIOK OF N SKEW. LINES 

Let tha aquations of n lines in normal form be given 

^y (ll - A;)'^a 0 idxara i • 1,2,3,'•••, n. The direction of 

the ith line is determined by the xrnlt vector û  with dlract-

ion^cosines (â- ,b. ,o; ), Let us associate these lines with 

tha fallowing situation. Suppose that observer, located 

at each F(x; ,ŷ. ,«^) of radius vector ĵ ; # oan datemlne tha 

direction cosines of a fobject in space. Such'measurements 

can be made with a theodolite. If, at a given time, a meas

urement of the same object is made from each P(x̂  ,y( ,z,' ) we 

might expect these lines to converge at a point. However, 

since each measurement is subject to human and mechanical 

error, this ideal situation will not usually be realized. 

Hence the problem is that of finding a position for the given 

object which most nearly agrees with the data obtained from 

all measurements. Certainly if no great errors are admitted 

this system of lines will converge In some region of space. 

We will assume that the best approximation for the true pos

ition is the mean of n points, each of which lie on one of 

tha lines. These n points will be so determined that they 

37 
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make the function F a minimum where P represents the sum of 

the squares of the distances between all possible pairs of 

the n lines. 

Wa choose a coordinate system Oxyz with xz-plana 

tangent to the earth's surface at 0. Let the coordinates of 

the ith observer be (x. ,y. ,z,.) and assume that the local hori

zontal at each observation point is parallel to the xz-plane, 

i.e., neglect earth curvature. 

The azimuth angle at the ith observer o{; is defined 

to be the positive angle measured counterclockwise from the 

positive X-axis to the projection of the line of sight in the 

xz-plane. The elevation angle ̂ ; is defined to be the pos

itive angle between the xz-plane and the line of sight. In 

LiNC of sioht 

m 3C 

Fig. li|.. Coordinate System 

Figure Ik these anp;les are drawn from the general ith obser

vation point. Referring to the same figure we see that the 

direction cosines of the ith line of sight with respect to 

the X, y, z axes are 
a; • oos^/ coso// 
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h^m sin^i (1) 

Cj • cos^j' sine/.. 

Let ri be tha positive distance measured along tha 

ith line of sight from the ith observer. Then the equations 

(£ " A:)*^i« 0 may be written In the parametric form, 

X,' • Xf4- a-r; 

Y/« yi4. b;r,- (2) 

Zi» Zj + Ci r; 

where (X- ,Y- ,Zj-) is any point on the ith line of sight. The 

distance between a general point on any two lines, say the 

ith and Jth, may be written as 

D « /(X. 'm X^fi- (y. - Tj )* • (Z- - Zj t . 

Squaring this aquation and then summing over all the lines 
V, 

the resulting expression, 

F «> [(X. - Xj)^+ (Y- - Y j ) % (Z- - Ẑ .fJ, (3) 

represents the sum of the squares of the distances from a 

general point on each line to a •̂'eneral point on every other 

line. Since F is a function r̂  ,r̂  ,r3 ,*-»*r^ only, a neces

sary condition that F be a minimum is that 

Taking the partial derivative of P with respect to a general 
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r^ we have 

9 __ _.. 
To 

"'" t.(Y-X)fii|^-^J:-a.rA '^^ 
•ill? -iM^^^f' 52.iiiM= 0 

Collecting coefficients of Qri^^* and a r.rJ equation (k) can be 
Sot" •'̂  ar̂ " »< 

rewritten in the form 

''•'•' (5) 

and s ince ^ »3?̂  >^ »****r^ are independent variables the 

Kronecker del tas , (f' and S^ are defined to have the values 

S^ • 0 when k / 1 S^ m Q when k / J 

^ - 1 when k - i , '̂ k " 1 when k • J. 
fa 

Slimming over 1 in the first and j in the second terra of (5) 

we obtain 

'"' t k^'-'XA. '<y-'V^ "(̂ .-%)if:] 
1 = 1 •* J 

Since 1 is'a dummy index of summation we may replace it by 

J and write 

J}[ft-yt'(x-v^^^'i^-y«;]- " 



W | M ^ 

¥ Iha iail*at«i pio'tiAl darlTatlvaa and aubstitutii^ 

framt mi it) wa find 

tlh« 
If aa lal 

Ja, 

''M 

(8) 

B kj 

and natica that A • X when j a k|̂  equation (8) reduces t© 

•• r g l ^ r 
J*' 

r̂  - A. r. # B 
•< ' Jif J /r 'f J 

(9) 

Ainaa r̂  la a constant under summation on j this equation 

may ba written as 

'^""><' T*'k'j • f r < - o . (10) 

ThlB i s a a7Bt.i& of n l inea r slimiltaneous equations in n 

Tmkno«n q a a n t l t i e . r^ ,r^ ,T^ , ' . r ^ . Written out In f u l l 

these equations ara 

(n-/)r, - ^z^^i- As,r^-' . . ->^,^-^^/1^^/i • "ts'^'^c 

'4,;, T; - / i ^ / i - ̂ anr^- -(n-/}n,tdn''^^n^^ 
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It" is of interest to note that the determinate of the co-

afficiants is symmetric about the principal diagonal since 

^ ̂ ^ • \ j • ^^an n • 2 the aquations are 

r - r A. • •B a B * 

r * r A • -B, 

with solutions 

i / a/. 
B - B A 

J- i * A*̂  * 

__ ,_ '•Br 4* o A 
r " i / /z 

> -i 1 - A,̂  ' 

Inserting j* and r̂  in equations (2) we obtain a point on 

each line. The approximate position of the object is then 

fofond by taking tha mean of the two points. For large n 

the solution of the equations is tedious and numerical com

putations performed with a desk calculator are most labor

ious. It should be noted that the solution for n a 2 is not 

reliable when the space angle between the two lines approaches 

180*. This is because the denominator of the expressions 

for r and r, becomes zero and hence a small error in the 1 * z 

direction cosines will cause a large error in the ranges. 
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